T his is my last opportunity to write a column from "our little grass shack in Hawaii." I had hoped to escape from reality (or fake reality) of our chaotic transfer of government. It is not easy but I will try. As I sit in front of our little place on the beach, I am thinking about the advice we all give each other-"stop and smell the roses." However being in "paradise" the challenge more likely is to stop smelling the roses and to get back to reviewing or assigning papers. Modern technology has enabled us to work from afar and so we do. This is a great blessing but also a curse. There cannot be a more relax- 
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I S S N 1 9 3 6 -8 7 9 8 / $ 3 6 . 0 0 h t t p : / / d x . d o i . o r g / 1 0 . 1 0 1 6 / j . j c i n . 2 0 1 7 . 0 2 . 0 2 2 I realize that the plumeria smell just as sweet today as they did back then. The challenge now is to learn how to smell them while rejecting a perfectly fine paper that just does not make priority.
Aloha. 
